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EDITOR’S
FOREWORD
By JOE PAVLAT

There is a better way

Y

ou’ve done this before. There’s an industry
conference with some new information you
just can’t live without – say the latest news on
40G AdvancedTCA. Only a couple of sessions
interest you, but you decide to go anyway. You
get up at 4 A.M, rush to get dressed, drive to
the airport, wait at the ticket counter, wait at security, and wait
at the gate. Then drink a bad cup of something resembling
coffee. You join the other sardines on the plane and spend the
flight with a seatback in your face. Deplane at your destination airport and wait for a cab. There is a lot of traffic and you
arrive at the conference 15 minutes after the presentation you
really wanted to hear began. You hang around the conference
all day and grab another cab for the airport during afternoon
rush hour. You wait for your flight and eventually get home at
10 P.M. What a lovely day. There has got to be a better way.
Now there is.
Rewind to that 4 A.M. wakeup call. Hit the snooze button
and get up at your usual time. Wander off to your study with
a cup of coffee and fire up the computer. You are working
from home today because you are attending OpenSystems
Media’s AdvancedTCA Virtual Summit. This day long event
will cover a wide range of topics including wireless apps,
4G, LTE, systems integration, network acceleration, and the
aforementioned 40G AdvancedTCA. There is even an Executive Roundtable so you can hear the views of industry leaders.
You can post questions and get live answers. There are breaks
between sessions so that you can handle e-mail and phone
calls.

[caption for the snooze photo, but it does not have a Figure number:] Today, bandwidth has the chops to allow events such as the recent Virtual AdvancedTCA Summit to occur, making getting up at an uncivilized hour to catch a flight to a physical event unnecessary.]

This is exactly what happened on June 24th when OpenSystems
Media together with Conference ConCepts held the first
AdvancedTCA Virtual Summit. Six hundred and fourteen
registrants listened to twelve speakers and five industry executives and saw presentations detailing the latest advances
and trends in ATCA. Technologies like ATCA provide the
high communications bandwidths that make events like this
possible. The increasing hassle and expense of business
travel today make virtual conferences like these a welcome
development.

Half a grin
Regarding 40G AdvancedTCA, many of you may have noted
the flurry of product announcements of late claiming 40G
performance. Part of me is grinning as 40G capability is the
next big thing for ATCA and will be necessary to feed the
ever-increasing appetite for bandwidth for a wide range of

Today, bandwidth has the chops
to allow events such as the recent
Virtual AdvancedTCA Summit to occur,
making getting up at an uncivilized
hour to catch a flight to a physical
event unnecessary.
applications, many of them mobile. The squeeze is real, as
evidenced in part by a recent announcement that AT&T will
no longer offer unlimited flat rate data plans. Part of me is
groaning, however, because the standards work being done by
PICMG to create the 40G specification is not complete and
likely won’t be done before the end of the year. A completed
specification is necessary to ensure multivendor interoperability of system elements, and that interoperability is essential
for ATCA’s long-term success.
In other AdvancedTCA related news, I’m happy to announce
that the VITA 46.11 working group, which is responsible
for developing the Hardware Platform Management (HPM)
architecture for OpenVPX, has chosen the AdvancedTCA/
MicroTCA HPM architecture as the basis for their standard.
This will come as good news for vendors who are developing both xTCA and OpenVPX products, as their software
development efforts in this area can largely overlap. HPM is
a critical foundation for high availability architectures, and
AdvancedTCA was the first open commercial architecture to
provide HA. Interestingly, the requirement for HA came from
the telecommunications world, which has been using it for a
long time, albeit in proprietary implementations. Now mil and
aerospace applications can benefit from telecommunications
requirements.

Joe Pavlat, Editorial Director
CompactPCI AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems
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Switching at
the speed of light II
By Curt SChwaderer

In my November 2008 column, I wrote about a
paradigm-shifting optical switching technology
being developed by Lightfleet Corporation (http://
www.compactpci-systems.com/articles/id/?3521).
The technology promised to be a significantly
disruptive, enabling new architectures for a variety of applications requiring low latency switching
with broadcasting properties. Since that article was
published I have received
a number of emails asking
about an update on the technology and the company.
So in this month’s column
I decided to catch up with
Lightfleet and get a technical update on its optical
Jim Burke
switching technology called
Direct Broadcast Optical Interconnect (DBOI).
Jim Burke, Senior Product Marketing Manager at
Lightfleet Corporation, gave me a great update on
the DBOI technology, applications, current status,
and some future directions.

with today’s interconnect technologies. Whereas increasing compute nodes on
existing interconnects tends to degrade overall performance, this phenomenon
doesn’t occur within the Direct Broadcast Optical Interconnect.

Focus on light
Figure 1 shows an overview block diagram of how the technology works. The
interconnect uses 32 transmitters that send information as light through spreading
lenses. The light bounces off a reflecting mirror and into collecting lenses, which
then focus the “light data” to the receivers.
[Figure 1 | DBOI Overview]

Figure 2 shows a little more detail about how a single transmitter sends its signal
to all the receivers within the interconnect. Transmitting at the same frequency
and modulation, coupled with the physical location of the receivers, enables multiple interconnect channels. The spreading lens achieves a higher geometrical
tolerance, so if the focused light beam wanders, enough light still reaches the
collecting lenses of the receivers for proper data reception. This is critical for

Why Direct Broadcast Optical
Interconnect?
DBOI technology uses the unique properties of
light, rather than electromagnetic signaling, to create
a communications interconnect that has favorable
properties that, to this point, tend to be traded off
against one another:
• As nodes are added, bandwidth of the overall
interconnect automatically increases. Most other
switching technologies have a fixed internal
bandwidth, and for those technologies, unlike
for DBOI, adding nodes increases the tendency
of the switched fabric to overwhelm the
internal bandwidth. As DBOI does not have
this drawback, it is especially attractive for
multicast and broadcast networks where a single
sourced packet must be broadcast to multiple
destination nodes.
• All nodes receive all data transfers, and these
transfers are received simultaneously like bus
architectures’. This situation is very different
from fabric switching where information is
routed through a single path.
• Inherent fault isolation and fault resiliency: All
nodes have a dedicated transmit path to each of
the other nodes.
What’s really intriguing about the technology is that
DBOI properties solve a large number of problems
8
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Figure 1 | DBOI Overview

Figure 2 | A Single Transmitter View
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the manufacturability of the technology. Also, the spreading and
collecting lenses allow for smaller geometry interconnects.
[Figure 2 | A Single Transmitter View]

The spreading lens allows one transmitter to cover multiple receivers at the same time, key to its applicability for multicast and
broadcast information switching. Lens use creates a space division
multiplexer that has separate paths for each node to transmit
directly to all of the other nodes.
On the receive side, you can think of the collecting lens of a
receiver as having all the transmitter channels information available to the receiver. Then it’s simply a matter of “tuning” that
receiver into none, one, some, or all of the transmitter channels
available at the collecting lens.
The current incarnation of the DBOI
is a 32-node system – 32 transmitting
nodes and 32 receiving nodes. There is
no such thing as “transmit collisions”
or contention with this architecture, so
the performance numbers aren’t skewed
by this potential pitfall. The production implementation will have an 8-lane
PCIe 2.0 interface with a serial line
speed of 10 Gigabits per second (Gbps).
And therefore the receive speed matches
this transmit speed at 10 Gbps as well.

The memory model starts with mapped, identically sized memory
regions across each of the nodes. Each node may be a member
of multiple cooperating regions, and there are no restrictions on
which nodes are on which cooperating regions. The Cooperating
Memory Region (CMR) is created by a node, then “attached to”
by the cooperating nodes. As with shared memory, each node’s
attaching process will have returned the starting address and
length of the cooperating memory region. If another application
process attaches to the cooperating memory region, that process
will receive an offset that is local to its process. Also, the offset for
this additional application process will point to the same physical address in the same way that the local shared memory region
does for the attachment to this CMR. This kind of memory model

Need to match price and performance
with tight time-to-market deadlines?

With these numbers, given the 32-node
fabric, the fabric’s single node-to-node
transmission rate is:
32 nodes * 10 Gbps = 320 Gbps
On the receive side, the receive rate is
equal to the number of transmit nodes
(32) times their receive rate (320 Gbps),
which is also 320 Gigabits per second,
matching that of the transmit rate for all
transmitting nodes.
Of course once the receive side has read
the information, it is sent via Direct
Memory Access (DMA) into the receiver’s memory. Given the PCIe interface,
the raw rate is about 40 Gbps. But if the
number of PCIe lanes is increased and/
or PCIe 3.0 is used, the reception rate
to the memory could also increase. For
example, 16 lanes of PCIe 3.0 would
have a raw rate of 128 Gbps to and from
the memory.

Problem solved…
Schroff’s ATCA and µTCA solutions incorporate your unique design requirements,
plus optimize system performance. Through our global manufacturing infrastructure,
engineering, technical service and support network, we’ll help you get your product
to market sooner with a price/performance ratio that
will accelerate your path to market leadership.

The software model for DBOI
The scaling, latency, and performance
properties of DBOI mean that creating
an application memory model can’t be
achieved by following “same old, same
old” methods used with bus or electronic
switch fabric hardware architectures.
Instead a memory model that is very close
to a standard shared memory system
is used in order to take advantage of the
multicast and broadcast properties of
the interconnect.

Partner with Schroff …
www.a-tca.com

© 2010 Pentair Technical Products
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mirrors the simultaneous multicast and broadcast capabilities of
the DBOI so that multiple processes can take full advantage of the
interconnect.

Applications span finance to defense
The immediate current application targets for the technology are
the financial services industry, federal government applications,
and security and defense.
Wall Street financial services companies are interested in DBOI
because it can send a high number of messages that can be received
at the same time. This kind of simultaneous reception and lowlatency transmission system significantly benefits trading, especially trades involving algorithms and calculations. Flat latency
and low data skew is important in these situations, and the DBOI
really shines in that area.
Fault-resilience and the ability to shape the network on the fly
appeal to the financial services industry and security and defense
applications.
One of the big problems with today’s switching technologies and
the advent of voice and video conferencing on the Internet is called
bandwidth expansion. For example, a switch may on paper achieve
gigabit wire-speed performance, but that’s in the case where there
is one gigabit of traffic into the box and one gigabit of traffic
leaving the box. In multicast systems, an input packet may need to
be sent out multiple output ports because the multicast group endpoints may reside on multiple ports of the switch. In these cases,
switches must “mirror” a single packet and transmit that single
packet out multiple ports. So in effect, 1 Gbps may be coming into
the box, but it may cause more than 1 Gbps to leave the box! The
DBOI doesn’t have this problem since an inherent property of the
interconnect is for a single node to, by default, send its information
to all receiving nodes. Then each receiving node picks and chooses
the set of transmitter information it should be relaying.

One of the big problems with today’s
switching technologies and the advent of
voice and video conferencing on the
Internet is called bandwidth expansion.
In April of this year, Lightfleet announced delivery of its first commercial prototype system to Microsoft’s Cloud Computing Group
(http://lightfleet.com/627/news/lightfleet-delivers-first-opticalinterconnect-system-to-microsoft-research/). Microsoft will often
take a new innovative technology it finds could be disruptive in
the market and task one of its research groups to see what kinds of
things they can do with it. No one knows the specific details involving the applications Microsoft is looking at the technology for, but
it’s a safe bet that it has to do with interconnecting large-scale
data centers. Bandwidth-intensive applications and data access is
increasing so fast that if networks and data centers don’t start out
being over-provisioned, they get that way quickly. My guess is that
Microsoft sees DBOI as a potential solution to that problem.
“It’s not that the DBOI is replacing the current switching systems
so much as DBOI really creates and enables new system architectures,” Jim Burke mentions. “DBOI essentially is a cluster that’s
10
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coupled as tightly or loosely as you want. It’s highly flexible in
its interconnect capabilities with a high natural fault-resilience to
point failures and scales in overall bandwidth it’s able to pass. It
overcomes a number of issues relating to big-bus interconnect in
terms of fault resiliency, expense, and even power usage.”

Creating a new architecture
Another interesting application is with distributed database
management applications. Being able to perform true distributed
database management has long been a big problem due to inherent data synchronization and locking issues when reading, writing,
or modifying existing data within the database. This is perhaps
one of the best examples of “creating a new architecture.” DBOI
can enable exclusive database write operations to be simultaneously released to multiple waiting readers using the CMR memory
model described earlier. The DBOI interconnect paradigm makes
it possible to service multiple outstanding database requests at
the same time. Load balancing queries across nodes become
significantly easier because the need to route to the “hot spot” is
reduced or eliminated. This applies to any place where information on multiple distributed nodes must be updated after a commit
operation.

32-node system and beyond
The current DBOI system is a 32 x 32 node configuration. And
today, if you want to scale the system, each DBOI system is connected using multiple external switches. But the future plans are
to use the DBOI itself to interconnect multiple 32-node systems,
thus allowing cascading into larger interconnect configurations. In
addition, future DBOI interconnects are also being planned using
a 128-way interconnect.
The DBOI supports using either Linux or Windows operating systems. They are also in the process of moving to PCI 2.0 and using
Pentium i7 control processors to speed up the input and output
transmission. Their goal is to build out a handful of additional
prototype products, go through the evaluation phase, then ramp
to full production. Anyone interested in the technology should
contact Lightfleet directly (www.lightfleet.com).
Jim doesn’t see DBOI as relegated to high-speed multi-processing
supercomputing applications. “DBOI is viable for mainstream
infrastructure interconnect for a wide variety of applications. And
DBOI will be able to be competitively priced both from a capital
expense and operational expense standpoint.”

Summary
Of course CompactPCI and AdvancedTCA systems use switching within the chassis and bus interconnect. It’s interesting to
look forward at an interconnect technology like this one and ask
yourself how this could change the course of AdvancedTCA
systems development. From its inception, AdvancedTCA has been
specified to be able to accommodate a large number of bladeinterconnect technologies on the backplane. AdvancedTCA
specifies an in-chassis switch with the ability to scale across
multiple chassis.
Will the future of AdvancedTCA accommodate an optical switching
interconnect like DBOI? What are the implications of incorporating DBOI into an AdvancedTCA system? What applications
might it enable or alter? Only time will tell. But for those innovative enough to explore these realms, perhaps new AdvancedTCA
architectures and applications will change the way we all live,
learn, and work.
For more information, contact Curt by e-mail at
cschwaderer@opensystemsmedia.com.
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Mars on Earth
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GLOBAL
TECHNOLOGY

By Hermann StraSS
That perfect parking spot
Ever gotten frustrated looking for a parking place? Imagine the
additional challenge of trying to find a place to park from around
36 million miles to 250 million miles away, depending on where
Mars and Earth are in their respective orbits. And don’t forget
that you also need a parking spot where you can lift off under low
power when it’s time to head home.
To meet the challenge of finding parking spots on Mars, among other
topics, one hundred of the top impact geologists from around the
world convened at the Ries Crater in Noerdlingen, Germany in late
June. The geologists came to Ries under the auspices of the Houstonbased Lunar and Planetary Institute (LPI) and were joined at the
“Ries Crater, the Moon, and the Future of Human Space Exploration”
(http://www.lpi.usra.edu/meetings/nordlingen2010) conference by
Dr. Stanley Love and other astronauts.
NASA scientists look for a site that offers the most interesting
rocks, soil, and minerals within walking or driving distance. The
ideal place to test here on earth is the Ries Crater in the center of
Southern Germany. Scientists determined a meteor formed Ries
when they found the mineral Coesite there.
Noerdlingen milestones marked during the conference included:
• 1960 – Astrogeologists Eugene Shoemaker and Edward Chao,
both from the U.S., found scientific proof of the Ries being a
(complex) meteorite crater.
• 1970 – Astronauts from Apollo missions 14 & 17 did their
NASA field training in the Ries Crater before heading to the
Moon.
• 1990 – The Ries Crater Museum in Noerdlingen was opened
presenting the only rock in Western Europe, originally from
the Moon, on permanent loan from NASA.

Simulation increasingly important
Simulation plays an increasingly important part of impact crater
research. Each time the simulation model is improved the simulation experts, like Dr. Natalya Artemieva, come to the Ries Crater
to verify that theory matches reality as much as possible. The Ries
is the only site where the original crater and the ejecta are accessible for humans, if necessary up to a distance of approximately
400 km into the Czech Republic southeast of Prague. Simulation
has proven that some theories on how post-impact minerals have
been created need to be significantly modified because the laws of
nature do not support traditional theories. Computers and software
are valuable tools in better understanding such events.
When considering crater-forming dynamics, researchers find that
the Ries Crater can emulate the situation on Mars more closely
than it can resemble that of the Moon. Unlike the Moon, which is
bone dry, both the Ries Crater and Mars have water, with the water
on Mars being frozen within minerals (Figure 1).
[Figure 1 | NASA’s Mars Exploration Rover Spirit collected data in late 2005 that confirmed the presence of a mineral indicating that a past Mars environment was wet. Image Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/Cornell University]

Gravity is also a major factor in simulation and reality. Gravity on
Mars is one-third that of Earth and one-sixth that of our planet on
the Moon, resulting in much deeper and wider craters, up to several

Figure 1 | NASA’s Mars Exploration Rover Spirit collected data in late
2005 that confirmed the presence of a mineral indicating that a past Mars
environment was wet. Image Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/Cornell University

kilometers deep. The almost total absence of airspace around the
Mars and Moon also results in larger craters. The crater center is
not the best place to land. It presents only the last fall-down material. In a carefully selected distance from the crater rim you will
find samples from all layers of original surface and underground
rocks depending on ejecta size and impact direction. Computer
simulation has to consider overlap of ejecta from neighboring
craters. The Moon surface is in most places just one crater next to
another.
During the conference I had a chance to talk at great length to
all the astronauts in attendance, with the subjects including the
Byzantine General algorithm and its relation to flight safety, a
topic I wrote about for our sister publication, VMEbus and Critical
Systems in 2006. Dr. Stanley Love (NASA, STS-122) helped on
the International Space Station (ISS) to attach the European-made
Columbus lab to the ISS, making two space walks to accomplish
this.
Dr. Gerhard Thiele (ESA, STS-99) stated during the press conference that men and women would most certainly fly to Mars.
It is part of human nature to explore and examine things beyond
their current horizon of knowledge. If we assume a Mars mission
around 2050 (it does not matter if this is sooner or much later)
then the astronauts going to Mars may already be living among us.
Professor Ernst Messerschmid (STS-61A) was on the D1-mission
in 1985. This was the first scientific mission in space managed and
largely financed by the German government.
For a very brief overview about the previous LPI conference
with similar topics visit www.dmg-home.de/Altes_DMG-Forum/
Jan2004/30Ries.html. Interesting information about the astronauts
is available on the Internet by entering their name or the Space
Transportation System (STS) number in search fields.
For more information, contact Hermann at
hstrass@opensystemsmedia.com.
CompactPCI AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems
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The case for
replacing
AdvancedMC
card edge gold pads
By MICHAEL SEELE

If only “gold” always meant “good as gold.” But it doesn’t. As
Michael explains in this article, problems exist such as confusion
over what constitutes “hard gold,” gold pads that can damage the
surface of the connector contacts, chemical gold that falls shy of
proper surface thickness, and even gold fragments that break off
because they can’t stand up to frequent insertion cycles.

T

he MicroTCA market is growing as developers create more and more applications
based on the PICMG standard. A high level of interest is extending beyond telecom to transportation, industry, and defense. With its compact and scalable form
factor, combined with robust mechanics, MicroTCA has the potential to become
an accepted standard across a broad spectrum of markets. However, despite the
growth in MicroTCA, overall turnover is lagging behind the levels that were predicted five
years ago. Examining the reasons for this shortfall reveals reluctance among several users
to fully accept the card edge interface of the AdvancedMC modules.

The card edge interface has a long and successful history for example, in PCI and ISA.
For a variety of reasons, PICMG defined a two-piece connector for CompactPCI and
AdvancedTCA. For the AdvancedMC standard, PICMG again defined the card edge
interface. But there are several differences between ISA and AdvancedMC. The most
important of these differences is the contact pitch. While the contact pitch of ISA is
2.54 mm, it is only 0.75 mm for AdvancedMC. This small pitch, and the resulting small
tolerances allowed by the PICMG specification, creates a number of challenges for the
PCB manufacturer.
With the introduction of the MicroTCA backplane connector, with the con:card+ quality
seal, HARTING increased the contact reliability of the interconnection significantly by
implementing additional features like the GuideSpring. But with a card edge connection,
the connector manufacturer can only control one half the side of the interconnection. The
quality of the mating part, namely the AdvancedMC PCB edge, is only specified in general
terms. Therefore to eliminate certain drawbacks of the card edge connection, it has to be
replaced by a connector.
HARTING has addressed these drawbacks by developing the AdvancedMC Plug, which
replaces the gold pads on the PCB (Figure 1). Rather than a situation in which the PCB
inserts directly into the backplane connector, a module connector becomes the mating
interface, creating a two-piece connector interface.
[Figure 1| The Plug connector replaces the AdvancedMC gold pads.]

The major advantage is that a solid contact with a band plated surface mates with the
backplane connector. PICMG specifies 30 µinch hard gold for the card edge pads, but no
definitive definition of “hard gold” exists. A selective-plating process is necessary, because
the so-called “pre-pads” do not provide an electrical connection. To avoid the complex
and relatively expensive selective plating process, manufacturers often use chemical gold
with an insufficient surface thickness. As a result, there are significant differences in
the durability of the gold and the surface structure on the modules which are currently
12
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Figure 1 | The Plug connector replaces
the AdvancedMC gold pads.]

available. Market experience shows that
PCB manufacturers are unable to guarantee 200 insertion cycles on AdvancedMC
modules.

Corrosion complications
But even if the card edge is manufactured
according to the PICMG specification, the
user may face other problems. Gold pads,
which are produced using a selectiveplating process, often have exposed copper underneath the gold/nickel finish
(Figures 2a/2b). Frequent insertion cycles
and harsh industrial environments can
easily lead to corrosion. Undercutting by
the etching process may also occur, which
in extreme cases can result in gold fragments breaking off during insertion.
[Figures 2a/2b | Gold pads after selective plating: undercut and break-off of the gold surface.]

The card edge itself can cause wear of the
backplane connector. Rough and sharp gold
pads can prevent the backplane connector
from meeting the required 200 mating
cycles. And it’s not just the gold pads that
can damage the surface of the connector
contacts. The lead-in chamfer of the card
edge is a critical issue, too. It is milled
from the PCB edge, and often the PCB
plastic material contains glass fiber, which
results in a very rough PCB surface. With
every mating, this rough chamfer slides
over the connector contacts and can cause
abrasion of the contact surface, which will
lead sooner or later to corrosion and the
risk of contact interruptions.
One approach to the problems just noted is
to use a connector that defines the mating
interface. While every PCB card edge is
different, the quality of the solid contact
with band plated hard gold surface is
constant. It is tested in the laboratory for
200 mating cycles, as well as undergoing
an industry gas test, vibration, and other
technical requirements. The backplane
connector undergoes less stress because
the contact glides over a smooth injection molded insulated housing, rather than
rubbing across rough FR4 on a machined

This is an advantage in situations where
a substantial number of signal layers are
used, as it enables the mating forces of the
module to remain at a low level.

Figures 2a/2b | Gold pads after selective plating: undercut and break-off of the
gold surface.

bevel edge. Consequently the connector manufacturer can ensure that a high quality interconnection is achieved on both sides, not only on the backplane.
In addition to the gold pad quality, a critical issue is also the production tolerance of PCBs,
especially the width of the card edge and the position of the gold pad field on the PCB.
Injection molding tolerances are much tighter than those that can be achieved in PCB
production. PCB tolerances are a tenth of a millimeter, whereas injection-molding tolerances are only a few hundredths of a millimeter. These small tolerances enable a very good
positional accuracy of the gold pads with the backplane connector contacts, even if the
module is inserted into a backplane connector that does not have a GuideSpring.
Furthermore, the special design of the Plug insulator reduces the insertion force of the
AdvancedMC module. Depending on the backplane connector, it can be up to 50 percent
less. The insertion force is especially a problem for a module that is in the upper range
of the thickness tolerance. The specification limits the thickness of AdvancedMC
modules, because the backplane connector is only compatible with a thickness range of
1.6 mm ± 10%. However the Plug connector avoids the dependency on this specification,
because the Plug defines the tongue thickness. Cards exceeding this thickness range can
be used (as long as the mechanical environment of the rack does not cause problems).

In order to achieve good mechanical stability, pin-in-hole reflow is used to solder the
Plug to the PCB (Figure 3). The connector
can be assembled to the board from either
side. In general, this is the main component side (basic side). Pick and place systems can insert the Plug into the PCB, and
it can be soldered in one pass along with
the other components. As an alternative,
a Plug version that is mounted from the
bottom component side (extended side) is
available.
[Figure 3 | The Plug connector just needs a standard pin-in-hole field instead of the complex and expensive hard gold pads.]

Figure 3 | The Plug connector just
needs a standard pin-in-hole field
instead of the complex and expensive
hard gold pads.

By offering many different advantages during the manufacturing process, the deployment
of HARTING Plug connectors also offers the potential to realize significant cost benefits.
Selective plating of PCB card edges increases the cost of producing gold pads significantly.
Tight tolerance specifications can also result in a large number of rejects, which increases
either the PCB price or requires a detailed and expensive incoming inspection procedure.
The beveled PCB edge is another critical area, because damage can occur to the contact
pads. A simple board layout with through-holes is sufficient for the HARTING Plug, and
these boards can be produced cheaply and with excellent quality control, thereby reducing
the number of rejects. Furthermore the cost of a reject can be high if a defective PCB edge
is not detected until the board is populated with expensive components. A HARTING Plug
on a module can be replaced easily, reducing scrapping costs.
Figure 4 | For the MicroTCA
carrier hub (MCH) module, the Plug
connectors are stacked.

Improving the signal integrity to achieve high data rates is one reason to specify a card
edge connector. PICMG defines the required transmission rate as 12.5 Gbps per differential
pair, and the new Plug Connector from HARTING can transmit at this rate.
The Plug was initially developed for the MicroTCA Carrier Hub (abbreviated MCH),
which is the MicroTCA management module. Here the PICMG specification recommends

the use of a Plug connector for compensation of the mechanical tolerances. To
achieve high contact density, it can have
up to four tongues. The additional tongues
can be stacked to the basic tongue using
the stacking pegs and holes of the respective Plug connectors, with metal pins in
the stack providing mechanical stability.
(See Figure 4.) As a new option, a special
connector is available that connects the
third PCB directly with the fourth mating
tongue.
[Figure 4 | For the MicroTCA carrier hub (MCH) module, the Plug connectors are stacked.]

The Plug connector is compatible with
PICMG specifications MTCA.0 R1 and
AMC.0 R2, and therefore it can be utilized
in MicroTCA and AdvancedTCA applications. The HARTING Plug also ensures
that the connection on AdvancedMC
modules meets a defined quality level
and eliminates the concerns of many end
users about the card edge connection. The
AdvancedMC module connector offers an
alternative to the card edge gold pads in
markets beyond telecom and will contribute to the acceptance and further success
of xTCA and AdvancedMC modules.
Michael Seele
graduated as an
electrical engineer
in combination
with business
administration at
the University of
Applied Sciences
in Wilhelmshaven/Germany. He worked
for several years in product management
for connectors and gained experience in
the field of telecom/datacom connectors.
He has been involved with the MicroTCA
standard from the interconnection
technology point of view. As a global
product manager for HARTING,
he is responsible for the HARTING
MicroTCA and ATCA connector
range. He can be reached at
michael.seele@HARTING.com
HARTING, Inc.
www.HARTING.com
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Positronic Zone 1 Connectors Receive
“Environmental Claims Validated Mark”
for Low Contact Resistance

E

nergy has become an area
of focus for governments, private
industry, and citizens. Enhanced
methods of producing energy from
traditional sources, development of new
energy sources and conservation of
energy from all sources have become
more crucial than ever before.
Across the world, a vast amount of
energy is consumed by electronic
equipment. Lowering resistance in
connector contacts will reduce the
amount of wasted energy. Additional
energy will be saved as cooling systems
will have less heat to draw out of the
equipment.
Contact resistance is used by UL
Environment as the metric to determine
the relative efficiency of connector
contacts. UL Environment offers
independent third party assessment and
verification of claims made by manufacturers, and issues an Environmental
Claims Validated Mark (ECV) once assessments are made. Visit www.ulenvironment.com for more information.
Recently an ECV was presented to
Positronic by UL Environment which will
aid Zone 1 power connector
users in evaluating contact efficiency as it relates to energy
consumption. The ECV lists the
average contact resistance for
Positronic’s VPB series size 16
power contacts at less than one
milliohm each. This low contact resistance is achieved by use of high
conductivity contact materials. In
addition, Positronic’s Large Surface
Area (LSA) contact system is utilized
as the interface between male and
female power contacts in VPB series
connectors.

a given current: Power Consumption
(Watts) = Current Flow2 (Amperes2) X
Contact Resistance (Ohms). Contact resistance has a one-to-one effect on power
consumption. If the contact resistance is
reduced by half, the power consumption
is reduced by half.
Low resistance power contacts also
provide benefits in systems sensitive to
voltage drop. This is demonstrated in the
following formula: Voltage drop across
contact pairs = Current Flow (Amperes) X
Contact Resistance (Ohms). Once again,
contact resistance has a one-to-one
effect. Reducing the contact resistance
by half reduces voltage drop by half.
If we consider the vast numbers of power
contacts in electronic equipment around
the world, it is clear to see how lower
contact resistance can play a role in
meeting energy conservation goals.
Positronic utilizes high conductivity
contact materials and unique contact
interfaces to provide low contact resistance in our power connector products.
1/AA
8F9300A
VPB30W

The VPB series was designed for use as
the Zone 1 power connector in AdvancedTCA (ATCA) telecommunication
computing systems. Zone 1 connectors
provide power from backplanes to front
boards in ATCA chassis. The low contact
resistance of Positronic’s VPB series provides energy savings opportunities in any
application using this connector.
The following formula verifies the energy
savings of a lower resistance contact at

VPB Seri

es ECV

Mark
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Migrating
applications
to the cloud:

Finding
success
with a
virtual
appliance
model

There will naturally always be some applications that require on-premise hardware appliances, some that will abandon hardware altogether, and others that will mix virtual and
onsite deployments in a hybrid approach. It’s crucial that enterprise software vendors
architect their application to run in a variety of configurations, including the cloud.
One way to do this is to package the image from a hardware appliance into a virtual appliance. Appliances, with their prepackaged, preconfigured applications and built-in life
cycle management capabilities, are key to an elegant, flexible architecture for application
deployments in a variety of environments.

Appliance architecture 101
A good appliance architecture (Figure 1) centers on the software vendor’s application,
with which supporting applications and the operating system are integrated, hardened,
and tuned for operational efficiency. This architecture accommodates critical element
management software as well as a browser-based user interface for ease of administration
and use. The software stack is seamlessly integrated into an “image” and ready-made for
deployment. The image can either be installed onto a disk and deployed as a hardware
appliance or virtualized for a “software” appliance. Thus, the appliance model allows the
flexibility to deliver software as an on-premise appliance, a virtual appliance for the cloud,
or a hybrid solution that combines on-premise storage with cloud computing.
[Figure 1 | Simplified appliance architecture]

It also presents a compelling value proposition for software vendors and their enterprise
customers by simplifying the deployment and support matrix while providing a bridge to
cloud computing.
Key virtual appliance attributes that lend themselves to cloud-based applications are:

By Mike Slattery

• Purpose-built for the application, with “just enough” OS to maximize the performance
and minimize the footprint
• Applications are installed and preconfigured for faster deployment times
• Hardened OS ensures greater security
• Simplified management ensures easy administration and maintenance
• Integrated life cycle management makes updates easier

One area you do not want to
be cloudy about is deploying
applications in the cloud, and
a migration strategy is key, as
Mike explains here.

R

ecent predictions about the enormous impact that cloud computing
will have on the enterprise IT
industry include Gartner estimates
that the cloud computing market
will grow to $126 billion by 2012, and up
to $150 billion in 2013. All of the growth
associated with cloud computing has left
some enterprise software vendors wondering about their deployment strategy and
what migration technologies they’ll need
as the cloud becomes a viable option.
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Virtual appliances and CAPEX
In the cloud computing model, computers and other connected devices access shared
resources, software, and information on-demand via the Internet. With the use of cloud
computing, users can avoid fixed capital expenditures on hardware, software, and services
by paying a provider for only the resources consumed. Virtual appliances offer a natural
progression – an enhanced model – for software delivery and maintenance for both application providers and their customers. As a result, it’s a scalable and cost-effective way for
enterprise software vendors to expand and blend their physical and virtual deployments as
private and public clouds grow over time.
It’s important to note that the principal difference between a virtual appliance and a hardware appliance is shared versus dedicated resources. A hardware appliance has dedicated
processing, memory, and storage – all tuned to the solution’s requirements. A virtual appliance by contrast operates in an environment where processing, memory, and storage are
shared resources. This can introduce I/O latency and other performance-related issues if
the virtual appliance or cloud structure does not have the necessary resources. Designing
and building an appliance solution that is versatile enough for both hardware and
virtual appliances can easily be achieved
by analyzing the various options and
making choices based on the application
and market needs.

The build-up approach begins with a
minimum OS (kernel) and only adds the
software required to run the application.
Many Linux distributions now offer a
JeOS package, and several packaging
tools are available that assist with resolving the dependencies while minimizing
the footprint. The result is a hardened OS
that contains only what is required for the
application to run, and which is often onethird or one-fourth the size of a commercial operating system.

Provisioning and management
As noted before, having an automated
startup process is critical to the operation
of virtual appliances in the cloud. On

Just Enough Operating
System design
A Just Enough Operating System, also
called a JeOS, is not a generic, one-sizefits-all operating system, but a customized
operating system that precisely fits a particular application’s needs. The application’s OS requirements can be determined
manually, or by using an analytical tool.
Therefore, JeOS includes only the pieces
of an operating system (often Linux)
required to support a particular application. This makes the appliance more efficient, smaller in footprint, more secure,
and higher performing than one running
under a legacy general-purpose OS.

Need to connect
15 billion devices?

In a virtual appliance, JeOS becomes
more important because the resources are
shared. Every 100 MB removed means
that fewer shared resources (CPU and
memory) are consumed in the virtual or
cloud environment. Because resource consumption drives both capacity planning
and charge-back costs, even small footprint savings are amplified over time. In
contrast, the trimming of OS packages in
hardware decreases in value as the ratio of
time to footprint savings increases. Each
additional 100 MB removed from a commercial distribution becomes more timeconsuming with less value because the
resources are dedicated.

Cut down or build up
There are two different ways to build a
customized OS: Start larger and cut down
or start small and build up. The cut-down
approach takes a commercial OS and strips
out all unneeded software. This can be an
arduous task that seldom yields the smallest OS possible because it is time consuming and it generally overcompensates for
dependencies.
CompactPCI AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems
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Linux-based virtual machines for example, the startup process is typically driven
by the init scripts. Init scripts are a good
way to begin the configuration and startup
process for virtual appliances, but they
typically need access to configuration data
stored outside the virtual machine.
The simplest way to handle this situation is to start the provisioning process by
bringing up the virtual machine’s network
interfaces and retrieving the necessary
information from a known location. Typically the known location is a hardcoded
address or based on a parameter passed
to the virtual machine at time of boot.
For example, both Amazon’s EC2 and
VMware provide facilities for passing-in
boot time parameters. Once the virtual
machine is able to contact an external
resource, it may then begin retrieving the
information needed for proper configuration and its eventual role in the network
cluster. Once all parameters are retrieved
and applied, the system notifies the cluster
of its state and begins functioning as a full
node in the cluster.
Likewise, maintenance may be done by
periodic requests made to a known update
server. When an update is required, the
system simply retrieves and applies it.
Several good system updaters for virtual
appliances are available from the operating
system or appliance framework vendors.
Alternatively, if full system images are
preferred, a virtual machine instance
should terminate gracefully and be
replaced by an upgraded version.

Data storage and backup
Persistent storage is critical to running
stateless nodes. Persistent storage may
include either file systems or databases,
but the key consideration for cloud computing is that the storage remain separate
from the nodes. For example, in Amazon’s
EC2 cloud offering, stateless nodes use
persistent data volumes rather than local
storage for files and databases. Amazon’s
persistent volumes may be attached to
nodes in the cloud, but the data in them
remains after the node has terminated.
This allows the same data to be used
across many instances to minimize the risk
of data loss. As an additional safeguard,
persistent storage should be backed up
periodically. Most cloud providers offer a
backup solution (Amazon offers snapshots
of persistent volumes to its S3 storage
service).

Advanced considerations to
weigh when architecting a virtual
appliance for the cloud

application to run in its new environment. In the cloud computing model, compute and
storage resources are designed to scale easily. Unlike physical hardware appliances, which
must be designed for peak load and maximum storage, virtual appliances in the cloud can
balance loads and scale up and down in response to demand.
Breaking down the appliance stack into simpler, loosely coupled nodes is key to taking
advantage of this scaling capability. Hardware appliances typically separate processing
and storage into individual partitions. Virtual appliances take this approach a step further,
separating these components so they can be scaled independently.
Each component must be able to be served by multiple nodes simultaneously so that as
additional cloud resources are brought to bear, the application can take advantage of them.
This will produce a leaner appliance that can scale quickly to meet rising demand with the
move from a physical to virtual appliance in the cloud.
Another consideration in designing the application involves the uncertainties of cloud
computing. Shared resources may put data at risk. Some markets are reluctant to store
sensitive data in the cloud. A hybrid approach where on-site storage is combined with
cloud computing and/or management tools is a best-of-both-worlds approach.
Designing an application to be stateless, whenever possible, also allows it to handle failures
and expansion more gracefully. Without a fixed state to inherit, a replacement resource can
quickly to resume the failed node’s functions. Also, not retaining state in any given node
provides a better paradigm for persistent storage requirements.

Separation, not anxiety
Any state or data should be placed in persistent storage on a separate node or (better yet)
multiple separate nodes. In this way, a failure of a single node will not cause data to be
lost and any node’s data may be revived by new nodes. This application architecture is
akin to the concept of RAID for storage devices, where data is written in multiple separate
locations in order to prevent data loss. Modular virtual appliances running in the cloud
offer RAID-like redundancy and reliability to users.
The final consideration in designing virtual appliances for the cloud is to put in place
reliable, automated processes for starting, stopping, and resuming various operations of
the application. Tapping the scaling and resiliency capabilities of the cloud does no good
unless application components come online in an automated manner. Avoid configuration
and startup processes that require human intervention or preconfiguration.
Most cloud providers have basic tools for automatically starting a virtual machine, but they
do not address the task of configuring the software components that the virtual machine
contains. The startup process must be able to automatically determine the function that the
node should next perform, configure any software components needed, and insert itself
into a functioning cluster of other virtual machines. Likewise, nodes must be able to extract
themselves from a cluster and exit gracefully. As noted before, a stateless node where all
data is persisted externally makes both the startup and shutdown processes easier.

Conclusion
As cloud computing continues its rapid growth and becomes an increasingly viable
option for businesses worldwide, enterprise application software vendors need a migration
strategy for deploying applications in the cloud. Purpose-built appliance platforms offer
software vendors a great way to deploy their applications as physical, virtual, or hybrid
solutions. The appliance architecture offered here is simple, easy to use, and flexible. As
both the application and market shape deployment methodologies, give careful consideration to the many cloud and virtualization issues that determine the most effective and
efficient virtual appliance architecture.
Mike Slattery is Director of Software Development at NEI. He is
responsible for the implementation, project management, quality
assurance and documentation delivery for NEI’s suite of server
management products and services. With nearly 20 years of
experience, his previous positions include project management and
quality assurance at Excel Switching, Software 2000, and Itron. You
can reach Mike at mike.slattery@nei.com.

Before transforming an appliance for the
cloud, developers must first adapt the
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Found on the military network: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs).
The next generation of mobile command and control works with
components throughout the network.

Making allies of the
data center and
ruggedization to
succeed in mobile
command and control.
John discusses the changing face of modern warfare
and how pre-integrated AdvancedTCA solutions are
meeting new technological challenges.
The face of modern military operations is changing.
As the industry transitions to network-centric warfare,
defense operations depend on the rapid and accurate
transfer of information.
To meet these growing performance and communication requirements, developers are turning to embedded
systems. These open standard, commercial-off-theshelf (COTS) solutions offer the performance required
to support today’s mobile command and control
applications.
Challenges for today’s ground mobile applications
System integrators are facing greater challenges than
ever before. Ground mobile applications must combine
data center computing capabilities and extreme ruggedization in a single infrastructure. At the same time,
these products need to have low power consumption
and a long product life cycle.
Another difficulty is serviceability. Systems have to be
truly mobile, ruggedized, easily integrated, and serviceable by someone with minimum training. And most
important, they need to have faster development cycles
and shorter time-to-market.
AdvancedTCA in defense
Embedded systems designed for ground mobile
applications require the highest level of performance.
AdvancedTCA (ATCA) is proving particularly adept
at meeting these demands. ATCA’s blade architecture
enables next-generation switching, processor, I/O, and
storage media options as well as cooling and power
usage efficiencies and improved monitoring capabilities. In addition, with its large board size, ATCA
delivers the highest silicon performance available.

By John Long,
Product Line Manager, RadiSys Corporation

ATCA offers financial advantages as well. The open standard allows for reduced development time, and its easy
upgradeability and manageability reduce operational
expenditures and total cost of ownership.
The defense industry’s transition from proprietary components to open standard COTS solutions is making it
possible for developers to focus on developing applications
and value-added services – rather than devoting resources
to address mounting technological requirements and
component complexity.
Pre-integrated platforms further development savings
As the military looks to its suppliers for COTS solutions,
application-ready ATCA platforms offer a number of
benefits. They combine computing, switching, and storage
into one easy-to-manage platform. This provides a consistent architecture, third-party validation, ease of maintainability, and a single point of responsibility. The process
significantly improves development cost and time-tomarket without increasing project risk. As a result, these
integrated solutions are becoming the new basic industry
building blocks.
Recognizing the need for field-ready mobile computing and
communications infrastructure, RadiSys recently released
the Promentum C2 Server. The C2 Server is the industry’s
first pre-integrated, portable ATCA platform designed
specifically for mobile command and control. This NEBScompliant solution combines best-of-breed technology from
Astute Networks, LCR Electronics, and RadiSys to deliver
the performance and features that rugged, ground mobile
applications demand.
Looking ahead
Providing cutting-edge technology for the defense industry
is more difficult than ever. Manufacturers need solutions
that can support enterprise service applications in the field.
In addition, these solutions need to withstand an I/O-dense
environment, process information, and deliver meaningful
results back to the decision makers.
Open standard COTS solutions meet these growing requirements cost effectively. Pre-integrated, standards-based
ATCA platforms can further reduce costs by eliminating
interoperability issues and allowing developers to focus
their resources on value-added services. Moreover, with
their easy manageability and upgradeability, these solutions offer the support required to take today’s networkcentric operations to the next level.

www.radisys.com

NEW PRODUCTS
Emerson Network Power Embedded Computing
ATCA-F140
40G switch blade offers telecom equipment manufacturers a
powerful combination of high bandwidth, high performance and
maximum ﬂexibility to help them drive the successful implementation
of next-generation networks • The ATCA-F140 provides 1G, 10G and 40G
fabric switching interfaces for backwards compatibility with a customer’s existing
payload blades, while enabling the maximum ATCA fabric bandwidth to meet the needs
of the most data-intensive applications, including 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks
The ATCA-F140 is designed for NEBS and ETSI compliance to help reduce development costs and accelerate time-to-market and allows optional functions to be combined on a single blade, including telecom clock generation and distribution.

www.emerson.com/EmbeddedComputing

The ATCA-F140 is
designed for NEBS and
ETSI compliance to help
reduce development costs
and accelerate time-to-market
and allows optional functions to be
combined on a single blade, including
telecom clock generation and distribution.

Advanced Thermal Solutions, Inc.
iTHERM-100 Test Station

The devices
are optimized
for system
performance,
but can also
be reconﬁgured or used
individually.

Advanced Thermal Solutions, Inc. (ATS) has introduced the iTHERM-100 Test Station, a
turnkey system of laboratory instruments and sensors for studies that require precise
air ﬂow velocity and temperature measurement. Applications include thermal management studies on boards, heat sinks, fans, ATCA cards, and racks • The iTHERM-100
Test Station includes a benchtop, laboratory-grade wind tunnel, automated controller,
and multiple sensors to precisely manage the velocity and direction of airﬂow within its
test environment • The system can be used for characterizing air ﬂow and measuring
pressure drop across heat sinks and over other PCB components • With an attached
thermocouple, the iTHERM-100 can be used for individual thermal management
studies on CPUs and other hot components • All instruments, sensors and application
software used on these systems are designed and manufactured by ATS
The devices are optimized for system performance, but can also be reconfigured or used individually.

www.qats.com

GE Intelligent Platforms, Inc.
NETernity CP921RC-30x 6U
6U CompactPCI 24-port Gigabit Ethernet switch • Designed for challenging
telecommunications, industrial, and military apps • Fully managed Layer 2/3+
switch with support for future-proof IPv6 switching and routing • Important new
functionality is included in the form of Failover Groups (FOG), a feature that is part of GE’s
OpenWare switch management environment • For very high availability networks, FOG is
designed to support redundancy at different levels – redundant links across backplanes from nodes
to switches, redundant switches, and redundant links to external networks
Its fast, application-independent, failover capabilities suit a wide range of network configurations, from the simple to the very complex.

www.ge-ip.com

Its fast, applicationindependent, failover
capabilities suit a wide
range of network conﬁgurations, from the simple to the
very complex.

ADLINK Technology, Inc.

NetLogic MicroSystems

Scan Engineering Telecom

cPCI-6510 Series

NLP 1342 PHY

SAMC-709

6U CompactPCI blades featuring a
32 nm Intel Core i7 processor with
2.53 GHz clock speed and up to
3.2 GHz maximum turbo frequency •
Supports dual-channel DDR3-1066
SDRAM soldered onboard memory
with ECC up to a maximum of
8 GB and utilizes the latest Mobile Intel QM57 Platform Controller
Hub • Through careful component selection, the cPCI-6510 optionally
supports extended operating temperature range of -40 °C to +80 °C
• With all components soldered onboard, it meets the demanding
requirements of military, transportation, and communications
applications

Low-power 10/40/100 Gigabit Ethernet PHY
for next-generation data center applications •
A quad-port device that integrates best-in-class
receive equalization and transmit pre-emphasis
technologies with ultra low latency • Supports
10 Gbps SFI-to-XFI, 40Gbps XLPPI-to-XLAUI
and 100 Gbps CPPI-to-CAUI modes to enable
a seamless migration of data centers from 10
Gigabit to 100 Gigabit throughputs.

The SAMC-709 is a Single Full-Size
board implemented as AdvancedMC
(AMC) card • A key feature of the
SAMC-709 is 8 high-speed links
that can be used as PCI Express
x4/x8, Serial RapidIO x4, and 10
Gigabit Ethernet at the same time
• Also equipped with 36 MB QDRII
static memory and 2 GB DDR2
dynamic memory

The Core i7 processor incorporates dual-core
computing power, integrated graphics and memory
controllers, enabling greater overall performance
and higher data transfer rates.

www.adlinktech.com

The exponential demand for video,
IPTV, social networking, peer-to-peer
and virtualization services over
the Internet has caused network
bottlenecks in the data centers that
are serving these media-rich content
and services.

It is optimized for FPGA
processing applications,
especially High-Performance
processing (HPC) applications.

www.setdsp.com

www.netlogicmicro.com

For more information or to see similar products, search by company name or model number at advancedtca-systems.com.
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NEW PRODUCTS
Nolam Embedded Systems

This product is
also available
in single-slot
CompactPCI
6U.

NES-AFTERBURNER
6U CompactPCI ﬁeld upgradeable CPU module to deploy latest Celeron M, Pentium M, Core 2 Duo ATOM
or i5 or i7 processors • Up to 2.53 GHz • Up to 8 GB RAM VGA or DVI-I CompactFlash • 1.8" or
Dual 2.5" hard disk (optional) • One PMC/XMC slot • One FMC slot (optional) • Two RS-232/RS422/485
serial ports • Six serial interface TTL level • Four GPIO lines • Three Gigabit Ethernet Controllers • Three
SATA I/F ports (1 onboard, two rear I/O access) • Up to six USB 2.0 ports, FPGA Altera Cyclone III EP3C40
FBGA484 (optional),PCI TO PCI bridge for backplane PLX6150 • Support for WindowsXP/Vista, LynxOS,
VxWorks, QNX, Solaris, and Linux
This product is also available in single-slot CompactPCI 6U.

www.nolam.com

Interface Concept
IC-PQ3-XMCa
Ultra low power Processor XMC module, based on the Freescale PowerQUICC III MPC8536E processor
• Gigahertz-class complex application processing abilities and high-speed connectivity in a small board
footprint • Typical consumption in full-operational conﬁguration (1 GHz) is 10 W • Gigabit Ethernet interfaces for high performance network connectivity or redundant failsafe links, powerful control element
for network switches, storage subsystems, network appliances, print and imaging devices, etc. •
Other features include up to 1 GB DDR2- ECC, 128 MB Flash, 4 GB of NAND Flash, and up to three
Gigabit Ethernet ports • The IC-PQ3-XMCa is available in standard, extended, and rugged grades
The IC-PQ3-XMCa is ideally suited for a large range of embedded applications such as compute-intensive solutions requiring high-speed I/O transactions.

www.interfaceconcept.com

The IC-PQ3-XMCa
is ideally suited
for a large range of
embedded applications such as computeintensive solutions
requiring high-speed I/O
transactions.

6WIND

Narinet, Inc.

6WINDGate Software

NSTM-1000

6WIND is the only commercial supplier of packet processing software for networking and
telecom platforms • 10x performance improvement compared to standard networking
stacks • Enables 50% reduction in system power consumption • Integrated solution
accelerates time-to-market by 6 to 12 months • Optimized for multicore processors from
Cavium, Freescale, Intel, and NetLogic • Full support for High-Availability frameworks
• Comprehensive set of layer 2 through layer 4 networking protocols

STM-1000 is a single slot AdvancedTCA compliant blade for high
performance iSCSI/NAS storage solution aimed for IPTV, 3G wireless, and
security applications • Combined with Cavium OCTEON Plus multicore
processors provides maximum 10 Gbps performance

The 6WINDGate networking stack is optimized for multicore platforms.

In addition, intelligent trafﬁc control by high performance
switch fabric provides superior system ﬂexibility for fault
isolation and data path reconﬁguration.

www.6wind.com

www.narinetworks.com

General Micro Systems, Inc.

Oracle Corporation

Monolith CC60x

Sun Netra CP3250 Intel Xeon L5408 ATCA Blade

Rugged, Multi-Media Pentium-M 3U CompactPCI SBC • Up to 1.4 GHz Pentium-M
processor with up to 2 MB of L2 Cache • Up to 2 GB of 266 MHz DDR SDRAM • Up to
8 GB of Flash memory • Baseboard Management Controller (BMC) to meet PICMG 2.9
• Full Health reporting and monitoring with extensive BIT/EBIT • Dual GigE ports with
TCP/IP Ofﬂoading Engine (TOE) • High-performance RGB video • Full Power Management control • RTC with On-board, external or no battery support • Optional Multi Media
Module (2nd slot) • Available in full rugged extended temperature -40 °C to +85 °C

Oracle’s Sun Netra CP3250 AdvancedTCA blade server is Oracle’s highest
performing x86-based Sun Netra ATCA blade • Key applications include
Radio access networks, routing, and security processing • Triple play
• SS7/Sigtran • Distributed HLR/VLR • VoIP

The ultra low-power requirements are as low as 12W Max (1.1 GHz).

Powered by dual-socket, Quad-Core Intel Xeon L5408
processors, it’s designed to run the most demanding central
ofﬁce and telecom datacenter applications on the operating
system of your choice: Oracle Solaris, Linux, or Windows.

www.gms4sbc.com

www.oracle.com

Integrated Device Technology, Inc.

Advantech Embedded Group

CPS-1848/1616

AMC-4201

Family of Serial RapidIO Generation 2 (Gen2) switches, which builds on its industry-leading portfolio of Serial RapidIO 1.3 switches • These new switches are designed to support
the Serial RapidIO 2.1 standard and leverage best-in-class technology from the IDT CPS
and TSI product lines • The new Serial RapidIO Gen2 switches are ideal for use in the
wireless infrastructure, defense, medical and industrial imaging, and professional video

Freescale QorIQ P4080 AMC • Single-width, mid-size AMC • Eight Power
Architecture e500 cores operating at frequencies up to 1.5 GHz • Provides
2, 4, and 8 GB build options for onboard DDR3 memory at 1333 MHz with
ECC support • One front-panel 10 GbE SFP+ connector • One front panel
console and debug port

IDT Gen2 switches double the data rate up to 20 gigabits per second
(Gbps), while reducing power by 40 percent and improving latency
to 100 nanoseconds in cut-through mode.

The AMC-4201 is based on Freescale Semiconductor’s
QorIQ P4080 multicore processor.

www.idt.com

www.advantech.com

For more information or to see similar products, search by company name or model number at advancedtca-systems.com.
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NEW PRODUCTS

Page Advertiser/Ad title
17 Advantech Embedded Group – Need
to connect 15 billion devices?
22 Alphi Technology Corporation – Modular
solutions for MIL-STD-1553
3 Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. –
High performance signal and data
processing
23 ELMA Electronic – Our focus is where
it belongs
14 ELMA Electronic – How many reasons
do you need to call Elma?

Kontron
OM6090D/7090D
MicroTCA platforms OM6090D and OM7090D, which conform to MTCA.1, are speciﬁcally designed for high-end
AdvancedMCs and feature an outstanding 10 Gbps Ethernet switched backplane enabling the highest data ﬂow
rate • The modular 19-inch 6U MicroTCA platforms are redundant and speciﬁcally designed in compliance with the
MTCA.1 speciﬁcation for applications with the highest demands for robustness, availability, and performance
• Applications include infrastructure nodes for mobile telephony, public safety engineering, medical, and military
In their maximum conﬁguration, both systems can be ﬁtted with up to 36 Intel Xeon
processor cores and a full 216 GB of RAM.

www.kontron.com

7 Excalibur Systems, Inc. – Dense?
6 Interface Concept – Switches and
IP routers
13 N.A.T. GmbH – Innovation in
communication
15 Positronic Industries – Scorpion series
19 RadiSys Corporation – Making allies
of the data center and ruggedization
to succeed in mobile command and
control
9 Schroff a Brand of Pentair Electronic
Packaging – Need to match price and
performance

SANBlaze Technology, Inc.
SB-RTM440
A Rear Transition Module (RTM) for AdvancedTCA systems • Designed
speciﬁcally to work with the RadiSys Promentum ATCA-4500 blade • The
SB-RTM440 offers numerous GbE networking features for enterprise
ATCA applications, including support for multicore processors
and optimizations for server virtualization • Functionally, the
SB-RTM440 utilizes two PCI Express x4 buses to connect with
multiple independent Ethernet controllers • Each controller
supports a 1000BASE-T Ethernet connection via RJ-45
copper media jacks accessed on the RTM back panel •
These ports are compatible with commodity off-the-shelf,
non-proprietary CAT-5E or better
The SB-RTM440 includes several additional ports that facilitate pass-through connectivity between RTM panel and signals on the Zone-3 connector.

2 TEWS Technologies LLC – I/O solutions
for MicroTCA/ATCA
24 Wolf Industrial Systems, Inc. – On
the prowl
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www.sanblaze.com

The SB-RTM440
includes several
additional ports that
facilitate pass-through
connectivity between
RTM panel and signals
on the Zone-3 connector.

For more information or to see similar products, search by company name or
model number at advancedtca-systems.com.
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